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My Little History: Nice to meet You ... My name
is Mons. Dr. Vicente García and I am the
Orthodox Bishop of Ecuador and appointed in
Lima Peru, in the Council of the Church as
Diplomatic For The United States and I met the
brothers of the Unification Church at a meeting in
New York. and I always liked the foundation of
unifying the family because I was not lucky
enough to live in a united family ...
I stayed in the United States where I met good
brothers who taught me a Divine Principle and I
was studying the whole Philosophy of Unification
and I saw important to help many families that are
on the verge of breaking up as spouses and before
that I already made an Ecumenical community
with 35 priests and worked as a missionary in
prisons where I saw a lot of injustice and decided
to study as a lawyer to help the prisoners and I left
the church for a few years to serve my government
as Prosecutor of a Province in the jungle of
Ecuador and I began to work with the indigenous
people, supporting their communities to prevent crimes against people and I began to give them
conferences on the integration of the family with great success. ..
At the moment I continue preparing young leaders for peace. I see here the solution to solve all kinds of
violence, crime, corruption, street children, girls with unwanted pregnancies, prostitution, drug addiction,
gang alcoholism, etc. etc. ... I use Theological and Legal knowledge based on Science and technology,
scientific discoveries. I am writing my book Science without Consciousness ... where my message is
opening understanding how our human behavior should be from the individual to the general ... an
explanation of norms of human conduct to save the family, the society, the nation and the world ... For
this reason, I am currently preparing young leaders for peace ...
And my eyes are on young people because they are fresh minds, they have full energy, and they are our
relay in the socio-economic development of the country. imagine a young man prepared at this level of
knowledge? he would be prepared to have a wife and later children in the same line of education and
culture. With all certainty, children with the mentality of true patriots and good social, religious, political
leaders who lead the people would come in the future ... more or less a little of everything my brother
does ...

